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*Your goal in your time together today is to get reacquainted and to start thinking 
together about the Ten Commandments.   

*Both mentor and mentee should answer the questions for one another.  

*Neither person should be made to feel that they should share more than they are 
comfortable sharing. 

*You do not need to make sure you have answered every question listed below.  They 
are provided merely as a way to guide your discussion.  Neither should you feel limited 
to these questions. 

*You will not be reporting answers to anyone.  If it is helpful to write answers or take 
notes, feel free to do so knowing that it is not necessary. 

*Please take a moment to pray together at the beginning of your time together.  You 
may pray your own prayer or use the following (spoken by one person or both 
together). 

Dear Lord, thank you for bringing us together. Help us to grow in our relationship 
with you and with one another throughout the coming year. Empower us to live as 
your disciples every day.  Amen. 

 
1) Share highs, lows, and memorable events from the summer. 

 

2) Share about the new school year. 
 

3) Check in about highs and lows in your relationships with family and friends. 
 

4) Without looking, write down as many of the Ten Commandments as you can?  
Then, check what you missed in Luther’s Small Catechism. 
 

5) Which of the Ten Commandments do you think is the most important?  Why? 
 

6) How are the first three Commandments different from the last seven? 
 

7) If we could keep the First Commandment perfectly, do you think we would need 
the other nine?  Why or why not? 



Can you complete this puzzle without looking in your Bible, Small Catechism (or phone  )? 
Each answer is an ordinal number (First – Tenth). 

 

 
 

 
 


